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Abstract
This paper will talk about how entrepreneurial leadership could enable Indonesia to take the opportunity that is available due to the movement of economic trends from America and Europe to Asia. By boosting the spirit of people in Indonesia to embed the character of entrepreneurial leaders, it means that Indonesia success to empower its most valuable resources, the human, to bring positive impact towards economic condition in Indonesia among the global economy crisis happens right now. Qualitative-descriptive design is applied as the collecting data system in this research. Secondary data is used to create the analyzing process as theoretical research. All data about the latest global economy conditions, the reasons why the crisis happens, the forecasting about how economy global develops, also the recent update of Indonesia’s economic condition, are gathered to help the writer conclude and take the connection with the entrepreneurial leadership itself. All the analyzing process will be based on managerial economy theory, human resource theory, entrepreneurship theory, and key success story of some successful entrepreneurs all around the world.
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